
Portraits FAQs and Prices



Prices

SIZE PRICE

A3 650

A2 750

A1 850

A0 950

Please note: These prices are rough estimates. If  a client wants to include more than one subject then the prices will vary. I also do not sole-
ly paint within these size constraints. For more information, email me on poppyfbh@gmail.com.



FAQs

Reference photos or sitting? – I work primarily from photos and normally as a first step I ask my clients to send me any photos that they 
feel best captures the subject. If  I don’t feel like any of  these are suitable then we can arrange a time for me to come and take photos. If  you 
are abroad or far away, I can direct you on what I normally look for in a good photo. This may take a little back and forth but we’ll get there 
together!

Payment/Prices – Normally, I expect half  of  the payment before I begin the commission. The second half  is expected on completion be-
fore delivery. I have listed a rough price guide on the previous page. All prices include UK delivery and materials. If  you live abroad, we can 
discuss international delivery fees.

Can you show me a study of  what my portrait looks like beforehand? – No . . .I’m afraid not. I change my compositions as I paint, 
and I do not make studies. The good news is that my work is representational, and will stay true to the photo (which you will of  course see). 
Please take a look at my website www.poppybh.com for more examples of  my work.

Do you only paint people? – No, I am very open to painting other things and I have painted pets and landscapes on commission in the 
past. Please email me for more enquiries so that we can discuss.

Do you have any rules? – Yes. . . generally, I do not paint people smiling. I know this sounds odd, and a cheeky grin is fine, but I can 
capture much more character in my subjects when they are not smiling. I am also averse to painting very young babies – again I know this 
sounds grumpy – but it is because I feel that more character can be captured when they are slightly older and have more distinctive features. 
Please trust me on these things – I promise the final product will look better!

Can you provide me with prints or digital artworks of  the portraits that you do? – Yes, of  course. I can make up any artwork I make 
for you into a digital artwork suitable for print. The price for this varies on size/desired use. Again, if  you would like this service, please let 
me know and we can discuss it further.


